The digital version of this treatise, found at www.nclc.org/library, also includes pleadings and discovery, practice tools, and primary sources. This companion material is listed at the bottom of the treatise’s table of contents, which is found in the left pane on the screen, and is fully searchable. Search filters allow users to search only for pleadings, only for primary sources, or only for practice tools. Searching for pleadings is most easily done using the Advanced Pleadings Search tool, found above the search box.

The “Pleadings and Discovery” section in this treatise’s online companion materials includes various types of pleadings in response to a collection lawsuit, collected from a number of different states. Other pleadings involve challenges to collection misconduct or specifically relate to hospital collections. The “Primary Sources” section includes statutes, regulations, agency interpretations, and manuals on the Servicemembers Civil Relief Act and on hospital collections. The “Practice Tools” section includes a client intake checklist.
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